Quantitative and specific molecular imaging of cancer with labeled engineered monoclonal antibody fragments.
The high target specificity of antibodies and related constructs makes them excellent scaffolds for molecular-imaging probes. Quantitative data on biodistribution and pharmacokinetics can be acquired by radiolabeling these agents. Such studies demonstrate prolonged circulation times and resulting nonspecific accumulation with high background signal using antibody-based agents. Antibody fragments demonstrate more rapid clearance, but lower tumor uptake. Optical labeling of antibodies provides a basis for developing activatable probes that can image antigens with very high specificity, potentially allowing for the simultaneous visualization of multiple targets. While radioimmunoimaging provides valuable whole-body, quantitative information, activatable optical antibody-based agents could generate real-time diagnostic and prognostic information about near-surface lesions at high-spatial and temporal resolution without requiring ionizing radiation.